Baroreflexes influence autoregulation of cerebral blood flow during hypertension.
Cerebral blood flow (CBF) is autoregulated at mean arterial pressures (MAP) ranging from approximately 50 to 150 mmHg. When MAP exceeds the upper limit, autoregulation breaks through, vasodilatation occurs, and CBF increases rapidly. Earlier studies have shown that the arterial baroreflex does not influence autoregulation. However, CBF may rise to a lesser degree during abrupt hypertension immediately after interruption of the baroreceptor reflex than it would at comparable levels of blood pressure in intact animals. Generally this shift of the breakthrough point has been attributed to an increase in sympathetic nerve activity immediately after sinoaortic denervation. We hypothesized that denervation of arterial baroreceptors would blunt vasodilatation during slow controlled increases of arterial pressure, and we sought to determine whether sympathetic nerves contributed to regulation of CBF during hypertension in baroreceptor-denervated animals. Thirty-eight rats were studied to determine whether sinoaortic denervation affected autoregulation or breakthrough during acute hypertension. In five intact rats, when arterial pressure was raised by phenylephrine to 155 +/- 4 mmHg, cerebrovascular resistance fell by 60% and CBF increased by 434%. After interruption of the baroreflex in six rats, such dramatic increases in CBF with breakthrough did not occur despite greater increases in MAP (to 185 +/- 2 mmHg). Similar results were obtained when arterial pressure was raised by infusion of arginine vasopressin in four intact and three denervated rats. The effects of baroreceptor reflex interruption were not significantly affected by bilateral removal of the superior cervical ganglia. Rates of rise of MAP and increases of pulse pressure were equivalent between groups.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)